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collected all of the data possible concerning the invasion of Goshawks and 
Snowy 0wls in Pennsylvania during the winter of 1926-7 and has published 
the results in 'The Cardinal.' The paper • shows clearly the difference in 
the amount of such data that can be procured in a definite area by personal 
effort as compared with material voluntarily supplied. The sum total of 
Pennsylvania records for the Snowy 0wl received in response to the request 
published in 'The Auk' was only three while Mr. Sutton records 243 of 
these birds taken or seen in the State. Maps illustrate the location of the 
various records of both species and some interesting observations. of their 
food is added. 

There were 424 records of the Goshawk and it is interesting to note 
that in Mr. Sutton's opinion the apparent greater abundance of these birds 
in certain counties was not due to abundance of small game but to the 
abundance of gunners.--W. S. 

Recent Papers by Kuroda.--Dr. Nagamichi Kuroda has published in 
English • a list of the birds of Tokyo City. Eighty-eight species are 
enumerated marked to indicate whether they are breeders, summer 
visitants, winter visitants or stragglers. 

Another paper s describes a new form of bird from China, Yungipicus 
kizuki wilderi (p. 261) from Eastern Tombs. 

A third article 4 lists a collection of birds from the Riu Kiu Islands.--W. S. 

Grote on Bycanistes.--Herr Herman Grote has recently summarized • 
the relationship of the Black and White African Hornbills of the Genus 
Bycanistes. Of B. buccinator he recognizes five forms, and of B. cylindricus 
two, while B. subcylindricus and B. cristatus have no subspecies. There 
are maps showing the distribution of the various forms and outline draw- 
ings of the heads of the races of B. buccinator.--W. S. 

Recent Papers from the Tring Museum.--Dr. Ernst Harterr is 
continning his task of cataloguing the types in the collection of the Tring 
Museum, his latest contribution 6 being the eighth and final installment of 
the types in the general collection covering the orders from Columbae to 
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